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Photograph Slide List
1 . Heron in Plastic, Buffalo Museum of Natural History,
Buffalo, New York.
2. Antelope and Letter Boxes, Smithsonian Museum,
Washington, DC.
3. Whale Skeleton, Smithsonian Museum, Washington, DC.
4. Freeze-Dried Specimen, Buffalo Museum of Natural
History, Buffalo, New York.
5. Salmon, Rochester, New York.
6. Roseate Spoonbills, Buffalo Museum of Natural
History, Buffalo, New York.
7. Prehistoric Whale, Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Cambridge, MA.
8. Moose and Deer, Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Cambridge MA.
9. Bighorn Sheep and Cacti, Philadelphia, Museum of
Natural History, Philadelphia, PA.
10. Lion and Roseate Spoonbill, Buffalo Museum of
Natural History, Buffalo , New York.
11. Hawk and Prey, Buffalo Museum of Natural History,
Buffalo, New York.
12. Indigo Buntings, Buffalo Museum of Natural History,
Buffalo, New York.
13. Leopard, Buffalo Museum of Natural History, Buffalo,
New York.
14. Bighorn Sheep, Smithsonian Museum, Washington, DC.
15. Frigate Birds and Scaffolding, Museum of Natural
History, New York, NY.
16. Polar Bear, Philadelphia Museum, Philadelphia, PA.
17. Moose Antler, Rochester, New York.
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V18. Rooster, Buffalo Museum of Natural History, Buffalo,
NY.
19. Orca and Sea Lion, Museum of Natural History,
New York, NY
20. Archeology Exhibit, Royal Museum, Toronto, Ontario.
21 . Bald Eagles, Buffalo Museum of Natural History,
Buffalo! NY.
22. Parrot, Rochester, New York.
23. Goshawk, Buffalo Museum of Natural History, Buffalo,
New York.
24. Buffalo , Buffalo Museum of Natural History, Buffalo,
New York.
25. Bird and Curved Branch, Smithsonian Museum,
Washington, DC.
26. Turtle Skeleton, McGill University, Montreal, PQ.
27. Diver, Museum of Natural History, New York, NY.
28. Seascape , Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge,
MA.
29. Smithsonian Museum Storage Area, Washington, DC.
30. Dinosaur Exhibit, Philadelphia Museum of Natural
History, Philadelphia, PA.
Installation Slide List
1. Looking NNE at Outer N wall, partition, cube.
2. Detail, Photographs #1 , #2.
3. N wall, Photographs #3, #4, #5.
4. N wall, Photographs #6, #7.
5. Detail partition looking E, Photographs #8, #9, #10
6. Looking W, partition and N wall.
7. Detail, partition, Photographs #11, #12, #13.
8. Looking NE at inner N walls, cube.
9. Detail inner N wall, Photographs #14, #15, #16.
10. Looking N, with cube and E wall.
11. Detail, inner N wall, Photographs #17, #18, #19.
12. Detail, E wall, Photographs #20, 21, 22.
13. Looking ESE at E wall, cube and S wall.
14. Detail S wall, Photographs #27, #28, #29, #30.
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IOn November 15, 1984, I submitted my thesis proposal,
entitled Human Ecology. In it, I stated that my purpose
was to
"
. . . create a photographic narrative about the
interrelationship between humans and animals by exploring
the diverse ways humans simulate, fabricate and include
the animal world into their culture."
II
On April 23, 1985, my exhibition of photographs,
Human Ecology, opened at the Pyramid Gallery in
Rochester, New York. The show consisted of thirty
16"x20"
color prints, arranged in narrative form. Nearly
all the pictures were made in natural history museums,
mainly in animal collection and storage areas. The show
was intended to direct the viewer to experience and
reflect on the strangeness of our cultural relationship
with the animal world.
Ill
My dreams pushed me in the direction that became
Human Ecology. For years I had had dreams with vivid
animal imagery and I often wondered about their meanings
and significances. Even though I had a strong natural
history background, these dream encounters with the
animal kingdom seemed to be about my struggles in the
human world. I had often considered trying to
incorporate some of this material into my photography but
it never seemed to happen. In the spring of 1984 I
decided to try.
IV
I had always approached photography by seeking in the
external world metaphoric representations of what I felt
inside. In this case it was no different and I chose to
visit the Buffalo Zoo to find some of the creatures from
my dreams and perhaps to photograph.
I was surprised at what I discovered at the zoo. I
was both horrified at the animals' confinement and
intrigued by the opportunity to observe them so openly.
It was almost perverse - I felt like a voyeur standing in
front of their cages, these exotic animals I'd read and
dreamed about now on display. I was touched by both
their beauty and their plight and was compelled to
return.
V
One Thursday the Buffalo Zoo was nearly empty of
visitors as I made the rounds to the animal enclaves. I
ended up at the Feline Hall, which was located in an old
yellow brick building. The hall was long and narrow with
the cages of the great cats of the world on one side and
a row of tall heavily framed windows on the other. The
hall was dimly lit, mainly by the windows. It was empty
of humans, save for a lone man, middle-aged and dressed
in a deerstalker's hat. He stood midway down the
corridor with his hands behind his back, and stared into
the male lion's cage.
The man glanced at me momentarily as I made my way
past the cats. I stopped in front of the female lion's
cage, which was three or four cells down from the male's.
The hall was silent except for the chattering sounds of
animals preening. Suddenly the male lion pressed to its
feet and bellowed a deafening roar, which he followed
with several staccato bursts. The deepness of the roar
startled me; it echoed off the walls as if we were in a
cave. I glanced anxiously at the man to acknowledge the
poignancy of the moment but his gaze remained on the
lion. Just then the female returned a roar, not as
shattering as her counterpart's, but haunting
nonetheless. The other cats stirred in their cages as
the two lions repeated their duet and then, as quickly as
the noise began, the hall fell quiet and the animals
resumed their sedentary positions. The man left soon
after this, with his hands still clasped behind.
A few weeks later I returned to the Feline Hall.
This time it was packed with school children on the edge
4of control. They ran from cage to cage, away from their
teachers, and taunted the animals with names and threats.
During the mayhem the lions repeated their duet, but
their echoes were lost to the children's roars.
VI
The first photographs I made at the Buffalo Zoo were
black-and-white documents of caged animals, made mostly
in reaction to witnessing their confinement. I printed
them while bending the photographic paper; this rounded
the rectangular images into a TV-screen shape. I used
the shape to amplify the perception of these animals as
being entertaining things on display.
The pictures' impact rested on the subjects'
captivity - the bars and meshed screen of the cages
dominated. Photographically I wasn't interested in the
specific issue of animal rights and yet I knew this work
was leading me in a direction more appropriate to my
concerns. I just didn't know where that was.
VII
During the early summer of 1984 I returned frequently
to the Buffalo Zoo as well as other zoos in the
Northeast. I still only vaguely understood what I was
exploring, yet I had faith that, in time, my ideas would
become clear.
At these zoos I grew fascinated with some exhibits
that differed greatly in appearance from the steel bars
and cement floor decor that predominated. These exhibits
attempted to simulate an animal's natural environment.
They varied in their accuracy; most consisted of little
more than crudely painted scenes on the cage walls which
depicted the animal's origin. The cages usually housed
animals from warm climates that required controlled
temperatures; they were often small and equipped with
plexiglass windows.
The scenes extended on all three walls in a sweeping,
curved manner that employed an exaggerated figure/ground
relationship to create the illusion of expanding space.
Props inside the cages, such as plants, tree branches and
rocks, bolstered the attempts to realistically simulate
the
animals'former habitat.
The overall effect was absurd. The depictions were
amateurish and overly romanticized; they provided no
benefit to the animal and little educational value to the
viewer. The animals looked sadly comical in their
humanized homes.
VIII
I photographed the animals and their environments
through the plexiglass windows. When transformed to
prints the backdrop's distorted perspective became more
exaggerated, and the overall context even stranger.
While I liked the spatial distortion, the photographs
seemed too blatant, too easy. There was little punctum
beyond the initial recognition of the picture's context.
I was attracted to the set-like appearance in the
photographs; each image contained its own little
technicolor story. I realized these sets looked like
dioramas and someone suggested I visit the Rochester
Museum and Science Center to view their exhibits.
The Rochester Museum had about fifteen natural
history dioramas, all of which were more accurate and
refined than the
zoos'
crude habitats. Built around a
stationary animal or animal group the sets effectively
incorporated elements from the subject's environment and
seamlessly blended them with the painted backdrop. The
effect was dramatic; the exhibits were large (up to 40'),
surrounded by darkness, and the paintings were realistic.
They often placed the animals in action poses (like
pouncing on an unsuspecting prey) .
IX
Up until this time I had been photographing in 35mm
format, both in black-and-white and color. The dioramas
struck me differently than the zoo imagery. I wanted to
heighten their realistic appearance to engage the
possibility that the animals could be alive. I wished to
make the prints as luscious as the nature photography in
the Sierra Club publications. I felt this hyper-reality
would raise questions about what is natural and what
isn't, at least pertaining to our relationship with
nature. To achieve this I chose a 4x5 view camera.
The view camera, I discovered, posed many problems.
It was too cumbersome and took too long to set up. The
camera and tripod got in the way of museum visitors and
the lengthy exposures (I was shooting with available
light) made working in a crowd nearly impossible.
The complex preparations also affected the character
of the images I was making. They became exceedingly
formal and static, relying too much on compositional
components of line, shape and color. I was too
preoccupied in the mechanics of picture-making to convey
my perceptions of the subject matter.
I began experimenting with a medium format camera
(2-1 /4"x2-3/4") , equipped with a flash. This allowed me
to hand hold the camera and also retain fine resolution
in the prints. I could adapt more rapidly to the
peculiarities of each subject than I could with a view
camera.
The flash, however, presented new problems. Its
reflection in the exhibit windows dispelled any illusion
of depth and reality to a scene. To eliminate this I
either held the camera flush to the glass or at a 45
angle to it.
But the flash's harsh, direct light gave the
photographs a new feel, one less formal than with the
view camera. I placed the flash a little off center of
the lens; this caused the animal's shape to be outlined
in black against the painted backdrop. The shadow
created a perceptual conflict by disputing the exhibit's
spatial illusions. I liked the raw, documentary look in
these images - I didn't want them to look too pretty. I
placed the emphasis on the subject matter while
downplaying more aesthetic concerns.
X
In my first year of graduate school I became
increasingly bored with the single image. I found the
process of investing creative energy into one photograph
and expecting it to carry great meaning unrealistic. It
limited the potential for subtlety, the layering of
information and for narrative.
In July, 1984, I took a class with Nathan Lyons at
Visual Studies Workshop.
Lyons'
personal work and
teaching center around developing narrative strategies to
extend the visual and verbal limits of the single
photograph. In the class I worked on creating a sequence
of photographs, where the progression of a theme followed
a disjunctive or non-linear pattern. Lyons urged me to
arrange the pictures so the viewer could experience
multiple levels of interpretation. He suggested that in
the sequence certain photographs, and their placement,
could play structural and emotive roles much like words
and punctuation perform in poetry.
In the workshop I made black-and-white photographs of
the dioramas at the Rochester Museum and Science Center
and combined them with pictures made outside the museum -
animal imagery found in homes, offices and on the street.
During this time I consciously extended my subject matter
beyond just the dioramas and I found this inclusion
liberating. I liked the idea of being able to photograph
anywhere and then combining the pictures to shape a
narrative imagery.
The workshop inspired me to continue a narrative
about our cultural relationship to the natural world,
using the dioramas as central motifs. By the fall I had
a general thematic outline, and I envisioned
photographing in at least four areas of subject matter.
They were: (1) Zoo Exhibits and Dioramas; (2) Animal
Imagery in Homes and Offices; (3) Pet Stores and
Taxidermy Studios; (4) Landscapes. Each of these
categories dealt with ways in which we incorporate nature
10
into our culture, distance ourselves from it, and
fabricate it.
XI
My experience in one house inspired me to make a
connection between the simulation of nature in the
dioramas and the reproduction of natural forms found in
people's homes and workplaces. In this house, the rooms
were painted the same hue of blue found in many of the
dioramas, and they were packed with animal bric-a-brac.
Ceramic animals filled every shelf and table and the
walls were peppered with nature scenes. All the carpets
and furniture were covered with floral patterns. In its
prolific display of color and replicas of nature, the
house felt like a museum.
The taxidermy studio photographs were the harshest
and most documentary of the project. The studios were
sparse, undecorated workplaces and I made little effort
to integrate the subject matter (animals in various
stages of stuffing) with these monochromatic
surroundings. In terms of subject matter, these pictures
corresponded with the dioramas (which also used stuffed
animals) and also some of the domestic pictures (I had
photographed animal trophies in homes) .
In the pet store photographs I further emphasized our
attempts to incorporate nature into our daily lives. But
11
I never photographed much in this area; like the zoo
pictures these seemed too blatant and one-dimensional.
I wanted to use the landscapes as breathing spaces in
the narrative. Almost all the other pictures had been
made indoors with a flash and they had a claustrophobic
feeling when viewed together. I thought the landscapes
could help alleviate some of that tension and also play
off the panoramic views in the dioramas (they used
similar colors and compositions) .
By this time I was photographing exclusively in color
and nearly always with a strobe. I felt the color was
necessary to capture the expressive qualities of the
dioramas. It would also serve as a formal structural
element, by joining or setting apart photographs. The
consistent light quality of the flash could also act as a
unifying mechanism.
XII
In the late fall, as I tried to edit the photographs,
I realized there were serious problems in my narrative
approach. Unwittingly I had taken a literary stance by
placing too much value in the subject matter. Many of
the associations made between the photographs were based
on verbal, linear information that didn't necessarily
have visual, emotional grounds. I was so engrossed in
"what" I photographed that I forsook any balance of
12
verbal and aesthetic qualities needed for people to stay
with the prints. I tried to remove any dependency I had
on formal concerns in favor of creating a strong personal
and social experience. I wanted the photographs to have
a toughness, to be confrontational, and not to have the
viewer get caught up in their formal elements. I thought
any aesthetic lackings in the individual prints would be
compensated by their sequential arrangement.
XIII
By the winter of 1985 I had visited many natural
history museums in the East and was curious about the
preparation of the exhibits - what occurred behind the
scenes. In February I toured the animal collection and
storage area of the Buffalo Museum of Natural History.
What I found astonished me. There was an enormous
room filled with 10' -high storage cabinets. Each cabinet
held large sliding trays, on which there were a variety
of birds, small mammals, skeletons and eggs. Each
cabinet and tray was arranged taxonomically , and existed
for scientists and naturalists to study. Animals too big
to fit in the trays were scattered around the room and in
other rooms - no space was unused.
I examined every animal. I found it thrilling to
hold creatures of which I'd caught only glimpses in the
wild, or seen in field guides, even if they were dead. I
13
felt I was the only one to touch these animals in years.
The rooms were eerie in their clutter - exotic animals
were perched on and next to mundane human artifacts
(typewriters, sinks, filing cabinets, boxes, glass jars).
And they were strange in their order - the trays filled
with the same species of birds, neatly arranged in
consistent rows.
My experience in the collection area brought me
closer to the dreams that initiated my thesis. Much of
my previous photography was distanced from those dreams
and dealt more with social issues. Here I felt both.
I returned to Buffalo several times and traveled to
the Smithsonian and Philadelphia Museums to photograph
their storage areas. These pictures differed from many
of the others made during the thesis. They were more
elegant in their use of composition, light and line. I
used the flash in a softer manner; not to single out the
subject but to add a little fill to the existing light.
These shared qualities with the more formal of the
diorama photographs. Here there was more interaction
between the main subject and its environment, and the
aesthetic elements had a greater expressive role.
Because I responded so strongly to the photographs
made in the collection area, it became easier to see how
they differed from many of the other pictures. And yet
14
my dependence on the verbal narrative was still blocking
my attempts to arrange them on visual terms.
To overcome this deficiency I used a few methods of
critical analysis I had learned from a class with Bill
Parker. First I placed all my test prints, almost 150
of them, on the floor of a large studio at R.I.T. I put
them in chronological order - this helped me see how the
thesis had progressed. But even though later photographs
differed from many of the earlier pictures, I still
thought they could all be brought together in a grand
narrative .
Later I arranged the photographs according to their
disposition of frame; how much the eye moved within a
print's borders. I put them into three main functions:
(1) Panoramic, where the objects are read within a
horizon line and you can survey the dimensions of space;
(2) Haptic, where the subject becomes so important it's
shown close-up. Attention is drawn to the axis. A
horizon line may be shown and the subject often touches
two or more edges of the frame; (3) Field, where there is
a high degree of ambiguity and the horizon line is
diminished. It's often abstract.
1
Parker is Professor of Art and History of Photography at
the University of Connecticut at Storrs.
15
This helped me see how photographs from the various
subject categories related visually. I could determine
more clearly which ones were formally interactive with
the others. Nearly all the taxidermy pictures fell into
the haptic function - they were so dominated by a
central subject. The domestic photographs were also
mainly haptic oriented, although some shared panoramic
traits. The diorama images were divided into all three
functions, but mostly in the haptic and panoramic. And
the collection area photographs, as a whole, were less
dependent on a single subject. These were often more
complicated in composition, and shared characteristics
from all three functions.
Once the images were distributed into functions, I
arranged each category hierarchically, according to
their degree of visual search, and whether the subject
was dominate or subordinate. My interest in the
photographs with little visual complexity was
short-lived when I ignored their subject matter.
I also established groups based on general formal
characteristics, such as their use of color, graphic
qualities (line, shape, texture) and spatial qualities
(mass, spatial cues). All of this helped me
disassociate myself from the verbal components of the
16
narrative and understand, visually, which prints
responded to others.
Once I saw how the prints interacted formally, I
added their content to the editing process. Immediately
I culled almost all the taxidermy photographs, which
relied too heavily on the recognition of subject matter.
Each picture had to balance craft (color, line, shape,
etc.) with context, and relate to our strange
co-habitation with the animal world. Also in both these
respects, they had to relate to one another.
I selected about ten photographs I felt were
especially strong, both verbally and visually. Most of
these were from the collection areas. I used them as
the core photographs. And, from the remaining images, I
chose the ones I thought had some connection to them.
Soon I had several groups of two to eight pictures which
had some affinity for one another. Some, like the
domestic photographs, only seemed to relate to
themselves .
I placed the various groups on my walls at home and
gradually eliminated or rearranged the ones of which I
had grown tired. I narrowed the core photographs down
to three. These set the mood and provided the basic
structure for the sequence. I built the smaller series
around these; I chose the Heron in Plastic (slide #1) as
17
my opening photograph, positioned Bighorn Sheep (slide
#14) somewhere in the middle and put Dinosaur Exhibit
(slide #30) at the end. These were picked not only on
the merit of their individual strengths but also on how
the other pictures related to them.
In the sequence I tried to establish both a literary
and a non-linear progression. I ordered it such that
every photograph referred to the others, and their
placement added to their individual meaning and to the
meaning of the exhibition as a whole. I wanted both the
heart and mind to be engaged in its reading.
The sequence needed to have a challenging flow, with
varied levels of emotion and intellect. I spent a lot
of time in spacing the photographs to emphasize
relationships between certain photographs. I didn't
want all the pictures to be taken equally; they had
different roles. The stronger ones, like the core
photographs, provided structure. Some accentuated a
literary or visual motif. I used bold or harsh pictures
to jolt the viewer and the quieter images in a more
supportive fashion.
Once I felt the sequence to be in order, I began
making final prints for the exhibition. I printed them
on
16"x20"
color paper, with
1" borders. I wanted the
photographs large enough to provide drama and allow the
18
images to be read from a distance. I refrained from
using larger borders or overmats as I hoped to emphasize
their dependency on each other. I simplified the final
sequence because the gallery had limited wall space and
I didn't want to stack prints. The gallery was a large
open space with a cathedral ceiling. To make it more
intimate I split the area with two partitions and a 6'
cube. (See installation slides.)
I had worked steadily on my thesis (even when I
didn't call it that) from late spring, 1984, to April,
1985. It wasn't until the final two months of that
period that I began to understand what I was doing. I
worked very hard but usually with blinders on. I was so
determined to produce a literal narrative that I
disregarded much of the visual information my
photographs were giving me. I was so tired and bored
with the formalist attitudes in photography that I tried
to eliminate it completely.
Finally when I stopped the verbal bantering in my
head and looked at my photographs in visual terms I was
able to gain some perspective on the imbalances of my
approach. And it dramatically changed the course of my
proj ect .
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